Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 296 K; mean (C-C) = 0.008 Å; R factor = 0.044; wR factor = 0.113; data-to-parameter ratio = 16.3.
In the title compound, [Tb(CH 3 3 , the Tb 3+ atom is eight-coordinated by one N atom of an acetonitrile molecule, three water O atoms and four ligand O atoms. The Tb 3+ atom is located on one side of the macrocycle and the carbonyl oxygen coordinated to the terbium [Tb1-O1= 2.210 (3) Å ] is bent out of the xanthone plane by 0.514 (3) Å . The geometry around terbium is a distorted two-capped trigonal prism.
Related literature
For a previous study of xanthone -ether, see: Shen, Pan, Wang, Wu et al. (2008) ; Wu et al. (2009) . For the synthesis of similar xanthone-ether compounds, see: Shen, Pan, Wang, Yao et al. (2008); Mills et al. (1995) .
Experimental
Crystal data [Tb(C 2 Table 1 Selected bond lengths (Å ). 
Comment
The xanthone derivatives show good properties in pharmacology and selectively recognition of guest species. A series of alkali metal and alkaline earth metal complexes derived from xanthone-crown ether have been synthesised and studied as fluorescent sensors. However, the rare earth complexes with novel structure derived from xanthone-crown ether have rarely been reported. Herein, we report the synthesis and structure of the title compound, 3-ethoxy-1,8-(3,6,9-trioxaundecane-1,11-diylioxy) 
Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 
